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The papers in this volume were written by the speakers at the international work-
shop “Tosio Kato’s Method and Principle for Evolution Equations in Mathematical
Physics”, which was held at Hokkaido University on 27, 28, and 29 June, 2001.
Professor Tosio Kato, aprofessor emeritus of Mathematics at University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, was aleading mathematician in the theory of evolution equations and
the mathematical theory of the Schr\"odinger equation. His achievements are so great
that we can safely claim that he was one of the founders of these theories and had set
frameworks and standards for later generations. For instance, nowadays, it would be
impossible for those who study mathematical fluid mechanics to be aspecialist without
reading his papers.
It was therefore adeep sorrow to hear of the news of his untimely death on October
2, 1999, which meant that his world of mathematics ended to advance all of sudden, and
his papers of such perfect rigor and beauty would never appear. Then, some months
later, we were told that Professor Heinz O. Cordes, Professor Kato’s old friend, salvaged
two of his unpublished manuscripts from an old personal computer in Professor Kato’s
study. On akind permission by Mrs. Mizue Kato (Professor Kato’s wife ), these
two manuscripts are included in the present volume of RIMS Kokyuroku. Although
they are not complete in Professor Kato’s standard (he was aperfectionist ), they
contain anew functional framework and interesting proofs of the existence of solutions
of the Euler equations for incompressible inviscid fluid motion. We therefore came to
the conclusion that they must be released to the scientific community in some form
or other for future studies. The workshop was planned in order to make public these
manuscripts left by Professor Kato as well as current works by those who remember
and admire Professor Tosio Kato.
Though the workshop was carried out as aworkshop of RIMS, Kyoto University,
it would not be materialized without support from the Department of Mathematics of
Hokkaido University. It is, in this regard, our pleasure to thank the department, in
particular Professors Y. Giga and T. Ozawa, for the invitation to hold the workshop
in Sapporo and their cooperation during the workshop. Support from Prof. Kenji
Yajima should also be acknowledged. Invitation to some of foreign speakers were made
possible by akind aid from Inoue Foundation for Science.
Finally, on behalf of all the participants of the workshop and many Japanese math-
ematicians who appreciate Professor Kato’s method and principle, let us thank PrO-
fessor Cordes for his enthusiastic effort in salvaging Professor Kato’s last manuscripts,
in making them readable documents, and his coming all the way to Sapporo to give a
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